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The factors governing the scalahility' of parallelization
of the GCM-T80 code, operational at NCMRWF, are
examined quantitatively. Aspects missed in earlier
Indian implementations are discussed. Finally, results
of a new hybrid strategy are presented showing
significant improvement of parallel efficiency.
NUMERICAL weather prediction is one of the most com-
putationally intensive problems in contemporary science.
it is therefore no wonder that weather prediction codes
have always been run on the most powerful available
computers. An important issue while running these codes
on parallel supercomputers is the scalability (i.e. the
manner in which the speed-up on the code increases
with the number of processors).In an exercise sponsored by the DST's National Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting (NCMRWF)during 1993-1996, many groups in the country paral-lelized the Global Circulation Model (GCM) T80 code.Basu' has recently reported on the outcome of thisproject. It is worthwhile to recall that the priority in
the project was to successfully run the operational codeand to estimate the feasibility of parallel processing for
GCM-T80 code'. From the point of view of this objectivethe project was a success, although this is not apparentfrom the account in Basi n . The issue of scalability wasat that time secondary. In Basu`, which is essentially asummary report on the Indian exercise on parallel com-puting, the issue of scalability is discussed in generic
terms like rate of inter-processor communication, intrinsicsequential component of the application code, strategiesof para[lelization, etc., but in gross terms records that`the Indian machines, however, have not demonstratedscalability clearly and some more effort in this directionis required'.The international experience with parallel computingfor spectral global circulation model has been quiterevealing. The European Centre for Medium-RangeWeather Forecasts (ECMWF) does operational forecastson a distributed memory platform (Fujitsu VPP700)using 4 to 24 Processing Elements (PEs) and has reportedthe parallel efficiency close to 100%. Even with thefull machine (=46 PEs), the parallel efficiency in theircase does not fall below 90% (ref. 3). Dent, however,admits that `this has necessitated substantial migrationefforts'. Drake et al. 5 discuss their parallel implemen-tation and echo similar sentiments in their report. But
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